Full Stack Developer
Top-Features: IMPACT, FREEDOM, DIVERSITY

We are:
… a prospering tech company developing cutting edge algorithms and user interfaces for f ull text
analyses. Our Cloud Software PlagScan (SaaS) is on a mission to set THE u
 niversal standard for
plagiarism checking, in order to enable a f air valuation of scientific and educational writing.
As an easygoing and downright ambitious team of around twenty people our product already
helps more than 250.000 users every month! We operate in 4 languages and have over 2000
organizations as customers on all continents. As market leader in D/A/CH we are now specifically
reaching out to USA and Australia.

You are:
… looking for a challenging and diverse workplace, contributing to and learning a modular,
scalable web service.  A mixture of working with technology adept team-mates and independent
responsibility is a plus for you.
You burn for thorough implementation of coherent user experiences while keeping scalability and
future challenges in mind. You feel excited about becoming the connecting link between back-end
and design prototypes/concepts.
Put your creative problem-solving and development skills into action and make a positive
impact on science and education!

Job Description:
You'll be working in a fast-paced environment where code is written, tested and shipped
continuously. The following list makes sense to you:
Git, Agile,
PHP, Java, Python, Shell scripts, cloud architecture, security
REST web services, Drupal, MySQL, Docker
Javascript, jQuery, Bootstrap, React, Redux, Jest
You don’t have to know everything but be open to learn and experiment with new technologies.
Fluent English (documentation and conversational) is required, you will be part of a diverse and
international team.

Profile:
●

You build sustainable code that is maintainable, extendable and performance-oriented

●

You are a “Full stack” Developer in the sense of a holistic system understanding of modern
web stacks (Linux, caching, load balancing, etc.)

●

You understand our mission and want to help us achieve it

●

You take responsibility for your own solutions and continuously improve on them

●

You excel at designing and creating coherent, user-centric interfaces that display complex
information

●

You focus on building a great product rather than on the tooling

What we have to offer, beyond the job content:
●

Competitive salary

●

Full-time, flexible hours, home-office

●

(PYOD) Pick your device and equipment - or bring it

●

Benefit package included (train ticket, drinks, food, events, etc.)

●

Office centrally in Köln-Ehrenfeld

Our hiring process is uncomplicated. You'll be interviewed by the people you'll be working
with, so you can quickly find the role that suits you best and start making an impact.
We are looking forward to reading your application!
Simply send an email to jobs@plagscan.com

